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Tragedy has always been a genre where definition and generalisations are dodgy. When we 

have 32 Greek tragedies written over a period of 70 years by three playwrights of genius, we 

should not be surprised that attempts to squeeze them all under the same umbrella vary 

from the obscure to the banal. Prime example of the former class is Aristotle's famous 

definition in his Poetics. Early in this survey of the dramatic art, based on a reading of many 

more play s than we have, he describes the genre as follows: "Tragedy is an imitation of an 

action that is serious, complete and of a certain magnitude, in language embellished with 

artistic ornament, in the form of action, not narrative, and through pity and fear bringing 

about the proper purgation of those emotions." 

 

Many centuries later the German classicist Wilamowitz, in one of his many books on Greek 

tragedy, offered a technically correct but irritatingly unsatisfying effort: "An Attic tragedy is 

a part of a heroic saga, rounded off and poetically adapted in a noble style for recital by a 

chorus of citizens and two or three actors, intended for performance as part of a public 

festival in the sanctuary of Dionysus." This is reminiscent of Aristotle but more cautious: 

nothing on the psychological effect of the drama, no attempt to indicate the stature or 

seriousness of the " typical" tragic plot. Wilamowitz is hedging his bets, taking care not to go 

beyond the definitely demonstrable. Can we do any better, or is it what the Greeks called 

hubris (roughly, rash and arrogant self-assertion) to try? 

 

Drama and sadness 

 

Still worse problems of definition arise if we try to expand beyond Greece alone, or to burst 

through the generic boundaries, seeking out "the Tragic" rather than examples of tragedy. 

The Iliad can reasonably be called a tragic poem (and the tragedians learned a lot from it), 

and Anna Karenina and Tess of the D'Urbervilles are rightly claimed as tragic novels, but this 

is to spread the net too wide. Tragedy, properly limited, is drama – in Greece, poetic drama 

presenting men and women in moments of crisis, acting and suffering on the grand scale, 

with some kind of divine backdrop, even if gods and ghosts need not always appear. To 

judge by Greek practice, tragedy did not actually have to end in a blood-bath, with most of 

the characters dead; the Oresteian trilogy brings its (surviving) characters to a prosperous 

finale after dreadful bloodshed, and on a smaller scale Euripides too allows "happy" endings 

and still produces tragedy. 

 

"Tragic", then, was not just a synonym for sad; for the Greeks, a play was a tragedy if, while 

satisfying the formal requirements of the genre (chorus, two to three actors, masks, verse, 



etc.), it presented a serious episode, above all a mythological one, in which pain and grief, at 

separation, death or heartbreak, were present, even if they did not finally prevail. Some 

other demands have been wished on Greek tragedy by Aristotle and his interpreters but we 

need not follow them. Aristotle is often blamed for insisting on the " three unities" (a play's 

action should not outlast 24 hours, it should not change scene half-way, its action should be 

a single whole); but Aristotle was prescribing what was best, not generalising about actual 

practice, and the three classical dramatists sometimes di verge from his retrospective 

"rules". 

 

Reality and myth 

 

So we may be better off looking at the plays themselves, getting to know their variety and 

originality, instead of imposing later categories on them. If we make a list of the surviving 

tragedies on one side of paper and start thinking about what all or most of them have in 

common, some family resemblances do begin to show through. There are real common 

elements which seem typical of all or nearly all Greek tragedy and which help us to 

distinguish Greek tragedy from its later descendants. It may seem a little feeble, after 

criticising the definitions quoted above, if I decline to offer my own; but this account of a 

few similarities will, I hope, provide a reasonable substitute. 

 

First, tragic plots are mythical: the only exception. Aeschylus' Persians, proves the rule, as it 

mythologises its subject, sets it on a pedestal of grandeur and heroic dignity. Instead of a 

jingoistic pro-Greece pamphlet we have a sombre drama of Xerxes' rash hubris, and 

Aeschylus does not name a single contemporary Greek, not even Themistocles. By 

distancing the story in myth, the dramatists gave it universality. Instead of setting their 

actors the task of impersonating living generals or politicians spouting poetry about current 

events, the tragedians, like Homer, show us men and women who are remote from us in 

their circumstances, yet vividly real and like us in their hopes, fears and desires. 

 

Tragic plots mostly concern the nobility – Oedipus the King, Agamemnon, Theseus and so 

on. Low life, like low subject matter (food, drunkenness, sex, obscenity, dirt and dung), is 

the province of comedy. Partly this was in the nature of the myths; a great man has furthest 

to fall, like Agamemnon, back victorious from Troy, or Heracles, greatest of warriors. But 

Euripides went a long way to "democratize" tragedy, giving greater prominence to slaves, 

children, old nurses, minor characters. These do not displace the great heroes and heroines, 

but to take one example, the Nurse in Euripides' Hippolytus is a much more important figure 

than Orestes' nurse in Aeschylus' Choephori. 

 

Euripides not only upgrades the "bit" parts but also cuts the mythical characters down to 

size. He shows us, for instance, Orestes and Electra as they might "really" be after the 

matricide – not remote and resolute, but shattered and dismayed by what they have done. 



And in Euripides' version, the Furies do not appear at once, as they did in Aeschylus, to 

hound Orestes; instead, Euripides' Orestes sees Furies because he is mad, hallucinating: the 

story is given a more psychological slant. 

 

The brooding gods 

 

Mythology also means gods. Not all Greek dramas bring the gods on stage (Aeschylus did so 

more, but later in the century epiphany seems to have gone out of fashion, except at 

beginning and end of plays). But the gods are always mentioned, often invoked, sometimes 

questioned or reproached. Even if invisible and inscrutable. they overshadow the action, 

issuing commands and warnings through seers, omens, oracles or more rarely in person. 

The dramas were not sacred texts or mystery plays, and the myths themselves were fluid. 

Gods could be presented in very different lights – as terrifying powers that inexplicably 

pursue the helpless, as saviours and guardians of justice, or as capricious gamesters playing 

cat-and-mouse with men (as often in the Iliad). Whatever the deity or the nature of the 

intervention, the characters are aware that they are not alone or independent of the gods – 

though sometimes, as in the Heracles, the gods are so cruel that the characters may cry out 

in denial or repudiation of their divine overlords. 

 

With the gods' brooding concern with events, human affairs gain a larger significance: the 

chance-like mishaps of Oedipus are not just random, but in some mysterious way prepared, 

foreseen – meant to happen. In real life, events follow one another in a seemingly random 

sequence; in tragedy, all events seem imbued with a sinister inevitability. On this topic 

Aristotle hit the nail on the head in a passage where he refers to the kind of coincidence 

that seems more than just chance: "like the time when the statue of Mitys at Argos killed 

Mitys's murderer by falling on him at a festival; for we do not feel that such things are mere 

accidents". Sophocles in particular seems fascinated by this unseen pattern behind events – 

for instance in the Oedipus, when the messenger arrives from Corinth at just the critical 

moment, and when the man who survived Oedipus' assault on Laius' entourage turns out to 

be the same man who saved his life as an infant. Unrealistic, we scoff; but Sophocles' point 

is that this thousand-to-one chance has come true because it is a part of a vast, coherent 

plan. 

 

Playing for high stakes 

 

Another regular ingredient of tragedy is the family: deep love and often deeper hatred, 

between mother and daughter, father and son , husband and wife. There is child-murder, 

parent-murder, incest, infidelity, treachery; deeds of horrific cruelty and wickedness 

(Clytemnestra, Medea, the murderous daughters of Danaus...); but also devotion to family 

duty despite all odds (Antigone and her brother), willingness to die in another's place (as 

Alcestis did for her husband) and loyalty to a loved one despite cold and callous treatment 



(Deianira and Heracles in Sophocles' Trachiniae, Tecmessa and Ajax in his Ajax). These bonds 

of kinship and these intimate love-hate relationships are the stuff of Greek tragedy. Aristotle 

said that these actions were dramatically more powerful when performed within the family, 

and the evidence is that the three dramatists agreed (and not only them: think of Hamlet. 

Lear, Ibsen's Ghosts, Chekhov, Arthur Miller...) 

 

The high status of the characters means that they are playing for high stakes: royal power, 

conquest, glory, wealth. Throughout Greek tragedy, one is aware of larger issues behind the 

action. Although the people on stage are not mere types (what could be called typical about 

Antigone or Pentheus?), their situations and dilemmas do suggest larger questions, more 

general themes and conflicts: divine law versus human decree, which is to prove stronger? 

Can human reason govern human – or sub-human – passion? When does justice become 

revenge, even savagery? The audience, like the characters, is often unsure which side is in 

the right; and their attitude naturally changes as the drama progresses. 

 

Many, perhaps most, Athenian theatre-goers would also have served as jurors in the courts, 

and voted on the speakers' proposals in the democratic assembly. They were used to moral 

and verbal contests, real and fictional, forensic and literary. In fact, Athenians were 

notorious for their addiction to debate. It can hardly be a coincidence that this "agonistic" 

aspect of Greek society is so vividly reflected in the dramas, which frequently include 

antithetical speeches which highlight the key issues in hard-hitting rhetorical style. 

 

Cries of pain 

 

But this intellectual clash of aims, ideals and arguments in all three tragedians is 

accompanied by fierce and shocking presentation of what suffering can do to an intelligent, 

articulate, decent human being. In Aeschylus and Euripides we watch the self-degradation 

of the humiliated Xerxes, we witness the madness of the matricide Orestes; in Sophocles, 

we see and hear of the appalling misery and loneliness of Philoctetes, marooned on Lemnos. 

Tormented by his repulsive wound, he lapses into fits of screaming, writhing agony which 

shock and distress audience and fellow-characters alike. The eloquent verses in which he 

has so far spoken dissolve into incoherent cries of pain. 

 

These scenes alone give the lie to another familiar dogma, that in Greek tragedy all that is 

violent or disagreeable is kept off-stage, safely out of sight. Or there is Oedipus in the 

Coloneus, ancient, blind and guiltless, but polluted, persecuted and hounded from city to 

city, until the love he feels for his devoted daughters is matched by the vicious hatred that 

culminates in his ruthless cursing of his sons. Often the plays show how high principles and 

fine words are invoked in support of ambition, greed and cruel revenge. Euripides in 

particular presents the potential in man to sink to the level of the beasts (Medea, Hecuba, 

Orestes, etc.). Any attempt to characterise Greek tragedy has to bring out its combination of 



acute intellectual challenge and intense, often overwhelming emotional impact; any reader 

or spectator conscious of this heady mixture will be in no doubt of the genre's continuing 

power, or of its disturbing relevance to modern times. 
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